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Search for an s-wave resonance in 7Li just above the proton-decay threshold
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Near-threshold resonances play an important role in nucleosynthesis and applied nuclear science. The study
of nuclei removed from stability has greatly extended the list of resonances close to decay thresholds. The
no core shell model with continuum (NCSMC) recently predicted an s-wave resonance just above the proton-
decay threshold of 7Li at an excitation energy of 10.2 MeV. This potential case of a near-threshold resonance is
dependent on the quantum mechanics of the p + 6He fragments extended into the continuum. The 6He(d, n) 7Li∗

reaction was employed in an attempt to populate this resonance and search for its proton decay via the invariant-
mass method. No evidence of this resonance was found. However, the data collected in this search led to better
constraints on the energy and width of the isobaric analog state (IAS) with (Jπ , T ) = (3/2−, 3/2) and revealed
a new weak resonance just above the IAS in energy, predicted by the NCSMC as a (Jπ , T ) = (3/2−, 1/2) state
and potentially a part of the antianalog structure.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.107.L061303

Introduction. Resonances near particle-decay thresholds
support and facilitate important processes in nucleosynthesis
and applied nuclear science. A famous example is the Hoyle
state in 12C, being just 287 keV above the α + 8Be threshold
and 379 keV above the α + α + α threshold; the presence of
this state enables the triple-alpha process [1,2]. In the helium-
burning phase of stars, resonant capture through the Hoyle
state enhances the rate of carbon production by several or-
ders of magnitude, kick-starting the nucleosynthetic pathway
towards elements required for life. A second famous example
is the 1/2+ resonance in 17O just a few keV above the α + 13C
threshold but well above the n + 16O threshold [3]. This level
is an important contribution to the 13C(α, n) 16O astrophysical
S factor at low energies [4], one of two reactions in stars that
provide the neutron flux for s-process nucleosynthesis.

What is the origin of these near-threshold resonances? For
the states mentioned in 12C and 17O, an anthropic argument
can be offered to rationalize their existence [5]. If they did not
exist or their properties were different, we might not be here to
observe them. If one wishes to know about the true quantum-
mechanical origin of a state, they can turn to an ab initio
calculation such as the no core shell model with continuum
[6]. Ab initio methods are important in calculating properties
of light nuclei, as they start from the nucleon-nucleon interac-
tion and build up properties of the many-body system.
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Recently, the NCSMC method was used to predict a res-
onance in 7Li just above the p + 6He threshold [7]. The
NCSMC combines the no core shell model (NCSM) [8] built
on a two-nucleon interaction with the addition of eigenstates
from specific mass partitions. The inclusion of scattering mass
partitions makes the NCSMC well-suited to describe unbound
resonances and clustering structure. The predicted resonance
mentioned above, discussed in Vorabbi et al. [7] Sec. III B
and later in this Letter (results section), is s wave in nature
(J = 1/2+) with E∗ = 10.2 MeV and � = 130 keV. Such
a state would be the lowest-energy positive-parity state in
7Li. This prediction motivates the experiment presented in
the present work as a test of the predictive capabilities of the
NCSMC method.

Experimental methods. This experiment was performed at
the Texas A&M University Cyclotron Institute with a pri-
mary 7Li beam produced using the K150 cyclotron. The
7Li(d, 3He) 6He reaction along with the Momentum Achro-
mat Recoil Spectrometer (MARS) were used to produce a
6He secondary beam at 6.4 MeV/nucleon with 75% purity
(25% 3H contaminant) [9]. The beam intensity, monitored by
a 1-inch-diameter plastic scintillator at zero degrees, varied
through the experiment in the range (1–8)×104 pps. The mo-
mentum acceptance of MARS was ±1.2% with a beam spot
approximately 10 mm in diameter at the target. The 6He beam
impinged on a secondary 2.65 mg/cm2 CD2 target (where D
denotes deuterium, 2H), and the 6He(d, n) reaction produced
excited states of 7Li.
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Charged particles were detected and identified using an
array of four �E -E (Si-Si) telescopes, a setup previously
employed to study 10C [10]. Each quadrant had two layers
of Si from the HIRA array [11]: a 65-μm-thick �E single-
sided Si detector with 32 strips, backed by a 1.5-mm-thick
Si double-sided E detector with 32×32 strips. Both layers
were 6.4×6.4 cm2 in area with quadrants arranged with an
offset from the center to produce a square hole 1.6×1.6 cm2 in
area for the unreacted beam to pass through. A circular beam
blocker with φinner = 1.6 cm and φouter = 3.8 cm was used to
protect the inner portions of the Si detectors from elastic scat-
tering. The detector array was located 23.5 cm downstream
from the the target, a distance that optimizes the detection of
the low p + 6He relative energies of the predicted resonance.
The angular range spanned laboratory angles from θ = 5◦ to
20◦. Readout of the Si-strip information was performed with
HINP16C chips, requiring a coincidence between a �E and
E detector to record data [12].

The �E and E silicon detectors were calibrated with a
226Ra alpha source with five peaks between 4.784 and 7.686
MeV. A high-energy calibration point was obtained using
elastic scattering of 7Li on a Au target at 38.6 MeV. “Punch-
through” protons, with an energy higher than 15.5 MeV and a
range approaching 1.5 mm in Si, were gated out of the data.
A gate on the relative time between the �E and E pairs was
applied to each particle identification as well as a requirement
that the strips spatially match.

The particle-unbound excited states of light nuclei around
7Li were studied using the invariant-mass method, where cor-
relations between decay fragments are reconstructed to give
the parent excitation energy [16]. Selected, well known states
in 6,7Li and 8Be were used to confirm the calibration as well as
constrain simulations (see latter for detail). These calibration
resonances are shown in Fig. 1 with fit values summarized
in Table I. The intense 6Li (Jπ = 3+) resonance, shown in
Fig. 1(a), was checked to be consistent across all decay angles
to ensure the transverse decays perpendicular to the beam axis
(primarily dependent on position information) and longitudi-
nal decays parallel to the beam axis (primarily dependent on
the energy calibration) reconstructed to the same excitation
energy.

Experimental results. The efficiency-corrected excitation-
energy spectrum of 7Li from detected p + 6He fragments
is shown in Fig. 2. This figure shows the total fit (red
solid line) with two resonances (green dotted lines) and a
linear background (blue dashed line). The first and most
prominent resonance observed is at E∗

1 = 11.295(10) MeV,
�1 = 184(13) keV and is the isobaric analog state (IAS) with
(Jπ , T ) = (3/2−, 3/2) [17]. This high-resolution experiment
also revealed a high-energy shoulder to the IAS indicat-
ing a previously unreported state at E∗

2 = 11.66(4) MeV,
�2 = 320(90) keV.

Peaks were assumed to have Breit-Wigner intrinsic line
shapes with the experimental resolution and efficiency in-
cluded via a Monte Carlo simulation taking into account the
geometry, energy deposition, and energy thresholds [16]. Re-
alistic beam properties such as momentum distribution and
beam size and were also included in the sampling. The simu-
lation used energy deposition determined per particle based on
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FIG. 1. Efficiency-corrected invariant-mass reconstructions
along with simulations fitted to determine the energy and width for
(a) 6Li (3+) from charge exchange of the 6He beam, (b) inelastically
excited 7Li (7/2−) from a primary 7Li beam on the CD2 target, and
(c), (d) near-threshold states 8Be (g.s.), 8Be (1+

1 ), and 8Be from
proton pickup on a primary 7Li beam. In each fit, the red solid line
indicates the total fit with the background component indicated by a
blue dashed line.

energy losses calculated from the SRIM software package [18]
while the thresholds were taken from the experiment. Simu-
lation parameters for scattering angle and energy resolution
were tuned to fit the energy and width of the 6Li (3+) state for
both longitudinal and transverse decays relative to the beam
line. Plots of the relative fragment angle vs decay energy from
the simulation match the background distribution seen in the
data. The telescope geometry was located at a large distance
from the target to optimize the detection efficiency for low
p + 6He relative energies while sacrificing the efficiency at
high energies. The simulated 7Li → p + 6He efficiency is
shown (gray dashed line) in Fig. 2.

The fitted parameters for the IAS of E∗
1 = 11.295(10)

MeV, �1 = 184(13) keV are an update to the evaluated energy
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TABLE I. Comparison between the TUNL evaluations [13,14]
and the current measurements for states in 6,7Li and 8Be. Uncertain-
ties on the measured values represent the statistical uncertainty of the
fit.

Evaluated [13,14] Measured

Nuclei State E∗ (MeV) � (keV) E∗ (MeV)a � (keV)

6Li 3+ 2.186(2) 24(2) 2.187 24b

7Li 7/2+ 4.652 69 4.643(1) 92(4)
8Be 0+, g.s. 0 5.5×10−3 0.0017(3) 0.004(1)

1+
1 17.640(1) 10.7(5) 17.646(2) 15(4)

1+
2 18.150(4) 138(6) 18.170(10) 158(27)

aInvariant masses are measured and then shifted by the ground state
energies of the AME2020 mass evaluations [15].
bFixed to evaluated value.

and width of E∗
IAS = 11.24(30) MeV, �IAS = 260(35) keV

[13]. The 10 keV uncertainty assigned to the measured energy
of the IAS is a systematic uncertainty assessed by comparing
the evaluated and measured energies in Table I; for example,
the 7Li (7/2−) state was measured to be 9 keV lower than the
evaluated energy. The statistical error here is small compared
to this systematic uncertainty. The uncertainty on the reported
width is kept as a statistical uncertainty. For the previously
unobserved state at E∗

2 = 11.66(4) MeV, with �2 = 320(90)
keV, the uncertainty represents the correlated statistical un-
certainties that dominate. The broader evaluated width for the

FIG. 2. Efficiency-corrected and fitted excitation-energy spec-
trum for 7Li → p + 6He. The dotted lines represent the simulated
resonances, where the blue dashed line is a linear background.
The magenta finely dotted peak (not included in the fit) represents
the predicted 1/2+ state with Breit-Wigner line shape and a small
spectroscopic factor (C2S = 0.02). The sharply rising and slowly
decaying cyan and orange finely dotted lines are two-channel R-
matrix line shapes (including n and p decay channels). The cyan
(orange) line corresponds to a resonance energy at E∗ = 10.2 (10.04)
MeV. The detector efficiency is overlaid in a grey dashed line with a
separate axis on the right. The thresholds for the p + 6He and n + 6Li
(0+, 1) channels are at E∗ = 9.975 MeV and E∗ = 10.813 MeV,
respectively.

IAS may have been a result of this broad unresolved second
state at E∗

2 .
Using the NCSMC method, the near-threshold resonance

in 7Li at E∗ = 10.2 MeV was predicted as a positive-parity
proton s-wave resonance with (Jπ , T ) = (1/2+, 1/2) [7]. A
sharp increase in phase shift in the p + 6He scattering with an
intrinsic width of � = 130 keV was a robust prediction from
this implementation of the NCSMC with a note that this state
could have implications to the astrophysical S factor in the
6He(p, γ ) 7Li radiative-capture reaction [7]. An estimate of
the cross section for such a state was calculated using FRESCO

[19], a general purpose reaction code. For both observed
states, optical-model parameters for the d + 6He entrance
channel and p + 6He exit channel were taken from d + 6Li
scattering [20] and p + 6Li scattering [21]. The differential
cross sections resulting from FRESCO were used in the simula-
tion of the efficiency.

To check for consistency, the yield of the IAS was studied.
The cross section for the IAS was calculated using a spectro-
scopic factor of 0.199 obtained in the p-shell model space with
the CKPOT Hamiltonian [22] using the code OXBASH [23]. As
most IAS decays are to the open n + 6Li (0+, 1) channel, the
predicted cross section of the IAS peak was reduced by the
proton branching ratio of 0.35 calculated in a two-channel R-
matrix approximation with resonance parameters constrained
to the measured values. The deduced cross section of the IAS
peak, using the number of incident beam particles measured
with the plastic scintillator at zero degrees and adjusted for
the spectroscopic factor and branching ratio, was found to be
consistent with the FRESCO cross section.

Simulation of the proposed 1/2+ state (magenta finely
dotted line in Fig. 2), with no neutron branch but with a
tiny spectroscopic strength of only C2S = 0.02, is shown in
Fig. 2. The observed yield is far less than even this value,
and in fact no evidence of a narrow state at 10.2 MeV is seen
at all.

Line shapes obtained from two-channel R-matrix calcu-
lations [24] were also considered to see the effect of some
n + 6Li strength in the wave function. The neutron reduced
width was set to be 10% of the proton value with the latter
set equal to the Wigner limit [25]. The inclusion of the small
strength for the n + 6Li channel makes the width of the state
quite wide and the p + 6He line shape has a very long tail.
The final p + 6He line shape was further modified by scaling
with the excitation-energy dependence of the FRESCO predic-
tions for the resonance yield. Predictions with a spectroscopic
factor of 0.9 in FRESCO and for R-matrix resonant energies of
10.2 and 10.04 MeV are also shown in Fig. 2 by the finely
dotted cyan and orange lines respectively. Adding the n + 6Li
channel allows proton penetration through the high-energy
tail of a wider resonance and, as a consequence, the proton
branching ratio is only weakly affected by decreasing the res-
onance energy. In both of the two-channel cases considered,
one expects to observe a sharp increase in the p + 6He yield
near the threshold followed by a long decreasing tail. As these
features are not observed, these data also exclude a resonance
with energy from just above the proton threshold to that of the
IAS (11.3 MeV), unless the neutron reduced width exceeds
the proton reduced width.
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Conclusion. This experiment shows no evidence for an
s-wave resonance in 7Li just above the p + 6He decay thresh-
old. As our experiment was sensitive to both narrow and
sharply rising but broad proton resonances, the latter being the
expectation from two-channel R-matrix calculations, we can
exclude any state with energy between the proton threshold
and the IAS with large proton spectroscopic strength. While
a state could exist in this energy region that primarily decays
through the n + 6Li or 4He + d + n channels, it is not clear
how such a state is related to the predicted narrow proton
resonance just above the proton threshold.

The theory work that predicted this state mentions three
issues in the calculations which could explain why this state
might not exist [7]. First, the calculation only includes two-
body interactions while the structure of this state is in the
three-body 4He + d + n continuum. Perhaps there is an anal-
ogy to the structure of 6He, which is thought of as a halo
nucleus consisting of a 4He core and two valance neutrons.
This suggests a three-body treatment [26]. Another potential
problem is that the mass partitions are not coupled. A cal-
culation including the coupling of the open two-body mass
partitions might provide an explanation of why we did not
observe this resonance, should it exist. The final potential
issue is that the calculations only use a two-nucleon chiral
interaction where a chiral three-nucleon interaction might
yield different results. However, the omission of the three-
nucleon interaction is unlikely to erase a resonance that is
so conspicuous, being seen in both the n + 6Li and p + 6He
mass partitions, with only the two-nucleon interaction. Un-

fortunately the likely explanation, the first mentioned above,
is also the hardest to test. The resonance might disappear in
a calculation that considers the three-body 4He +d + n con-
tinuum, an approach the NCSMC is currently unequipped to
perform.

The newly observed wide state at E∗
2 = 11.66(4) MeV

might match a different prediction from the NCSMC results,
namely a (Jπ , T ) = (3/2−, 1/2) resonance which is only seen
in the p + 6He mass partition. This prediction suggests a
P3/2 resonance at E∗ = 11.92 MeV with a width of � =
410 keV, an overprediction of approximately 260 keV in
energy. The IAS was similarly calculated higher in energy by
about 420 keV but overshot the width by a large margin. With
a (3/2−, 1/2) spin-parity assignment and an energy near the
IAS, this could indicate the observed resonance is a part of
the collectivized antianalog strength, having the same spin and
parity as the isobaric analog but with T = 1/2 [27].
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